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Synopsis
We successfully applied for £481.74 from the Lord Rootes fund in order to produce an online vlog series 
adapted from the novel Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen. This idea was inspired by web-based projects 
such as The Lizzie Bennet Diaries and The Autobiography of Jane Eyre, which took classic out-of-copyright 
texts and updated them to a contemporary setting. These videos were then uploaded for free for public viewing 
onto video sharing websites. This internet trend has really taken off in the last few years, and as aspiring flm-
makers, we were very interested in trying it out for ourselves, especially as we had many of the necessary 
talent and resources available to us. 

With Sense and Sensibility, we hoped to target students at Warwick and other universities by transposing the 
story to a university setting and re-establishing the characters as students. As a result, we wished to see a  
young, online audience engage with Austen's work. We planned to release weekly episodes starting in Summer  
2014, although this was later amended to September 2014 due to several episodes being shot out of sequence,  
which didn’t allow our editor enough time to have them all ready. As each episode contained a basic camera set-
up, we correctly predicted that flming each episode will take no longer than a single afternoon, if not shorter.  
On average, we tended to spend about two hours per episode, often flming three over the course of a day. 

This project was pitched to the Lord Rootes Fund with the following aims, which we have documented and 
evaluated throughout the process. 
 
a) Experiencing the learning process of working with and adapting a classic piece of literature.
b)  Managing an ensemble of cast and crew on a flm-based project.
c) Developing our organisational skills by working on an on-going project, and adapting and amending our 
shoots as we are able to identify better ways of progressing
d) Charting the response we will receive from our contemporaries at Warwick, and the online response to the 
project. 

This project is available for universal online viewing, and as such we hope it will promote the media and arts-
based societies and departments at the University of Warwick. Likewise, we also hope that it will provide 
invaluable experience for any of our cast and crew who wish to pursue a career in the performing arts,  
marketing or digital sectors. 

To date, the project has been very successful, with all flming carried out, and episodes being well received by 
both peers and a growing international online audience. However, there have been limitations too, largely in 
terms of availability and funding. This will be explored later in the report, but with a project of such an  
ambitious scale, it sometimes became diffcult to co-ordinate the availability of our cast and crew, especially 
over exam season. Additionally, we regretted not including a contingency section on our funding application – 
now that we know the project is being well received, it is a shame that we have very little money to use on  
marketing and publicity. 

Whilst many of the Lord Rootes fund projects are carried out in the summer holidays, due to the need to flm in 
a university setting and cast from the student talent pool, we completed our pre-production and production  
stages throughout term 2 and term 3. The post-production, distributing and marketing stages resumed in 
September 2014, and are currently ongoing. As of writing, we have aired 20 out of our fnal fgure of 32 
episodes. 

The web-series began airing in September and is currently in progress, with an episode released on YouTube  
each Friday at 5pm. A winter break was scheduled over late December to relieve pressure on our editor, but 
our current schedule has the series set to conclude in mid April 2015. 

'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton' can be found through the following links:

Main Website:
www.elinorandmarianne.wix.com/barton

Facebook Fanpage:
https://www.facebook.com/ElinorandMarianneTakeBarton?fref=ts

YouTube Account:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr3icFeboXv0aFFohltFiSg

Twitter Account:
https://twitter.com/emtb_offcial
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Meet the 'Barton' Crew
Extracts taken from the Offcial Website
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Pre-production: 
Assembling Cast

By the time we had been invited to interview for funding in February 2014, we had already cast the actors in  
our project. This process was initiated via an online facebook event, which we shared across as many relevant 
university groups and pages as we could fnd. Having previously worked together on a theatre project earlier in 
the year, 'The School for Scandal' with Warwick University Drama Society, Emily and I had already noticed how  
much success we had by discovering new cast members, rather than selecting from people already known to us.  
We were keen to repeat this process and hence discover some fresh acting talent at Warwick.

The initial auditions involved the actors meeting with us and performing a short script extract to camera,  
followed by recalls in which we spent an afternoon requesting auditionees to prepare scenes together in various  
combinations. Whilst the frst round of auditions allowed us to get to know the prospective actors on an 
individual basis, in addition to their confdence in performing with cameras and their take on the characters,  
the second round allowed us to see who worked well together and who had good chemistry. 

Audition Tape: Bonita Trigg. January 2014     Audition Tape: Abi Davies (and our Producer Emily). January 2014 
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Ironically, out of our female applications, Abi Davies (who was later cast as Elinor) was the frst girl we 
auditioned, and Bonita Trigg (who was later cast as Marianne) was the third. However, the rest of the female 
auditionees were also very strong, which suggests very promising things for the performing arts scene at the  
University of Warwick. Interestingly, though our female audition uptake was very high in comparison to other  
flm projects we were aware of, our male uptake was not. From asking the auditionees why they had decided to  
try out for the series, it became apparent that many of the girls were taken by the idea of an Austen adaption, 
with several of them being fans of the same material we were inspired by, such as 'The Lizzie Bennet Diaries'.  
The boys, on the other hand, were less involved with the material and more interested in performing for screen.  
This is something that has stuck with us throughout the process – to look at our audience breakdown now, there  
is still a clear female majority of those who watch the web-series. Though in retrospect it could be argued that it  
would have been interesting to try and target the more diffcult male market, the response we had from 
auditions convinced us that it would be more benefcial to put our writing and directing efforts into mainly 
targeting the already-present young female audience. 

Due to the lower amount of male auditionees, we ended up casting the boys from the frst auditions, rather than  
waste the time of a few other applicants by making them attend the recall session. However, for the sake of 
testing the boys and girls together, we elected not to tell the recalled boys that they had already been selected. 
Amusingly, during the recall process, nobody explicitly referenced the fact that only three boys were present, 
and each one was being asked to read just one character. The recall lasted several hours over the space of an  
afternoon on campus, in which we tested out various combinations together, based on who was suitable for  
certain characters. 

Recall Tape: Abi Davies and Gareth Roberts. January 2014.        Recall Tape: Bonita Trigg and Joshua Allsopp. January 2014 

Recall Tape: Abi Davies and Bonita Trigg. January 2014.
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Ultimately, we were lucky enough to end up with a hugely talented cast. Several we had worked with before, but 
several (including both Abi and Bonita) were new faces which was a really exciting prospect. Below, in extracts 
taken from the offcial website, the cast introduce themselves in their own words:
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Initial Expectations

Cast Feedback: 'What I hoped to gain from the project'

(Please note that the relatively informal relationship which developed between cast and crew appeared to seep 
into the cast feedback, so some of the comments across this report are a little tongue-in-cheek!)

'I hoped to gain an insight into the making of a web series, how it would be shot and also how Sense and  
Sensibility would be successfully transcribed into a modern day, relatable web series. I hoped to improve my  
performance abilities and experience a character over a sustained period of time, allowing for detailed  
character development.' 
Abi Davies

'I didn't know what to expect, which is the beauty of projects like this. I was tricked into auditioning and then  
during the audition I was insulted. So my expectations were pretty low. Once I was offered the role however, my  
attitude soon changed. That's when I began to realise that I could actually beneft from this.' 
Josh Allsopp

'I wanted to gain some experience working on flm as I'd only ever done theatre acting. This series was great for  
teaching how to act for camera and see how a series is developed' 
Georgie Wedge

'Experience in a feld of performance I haven’t really explored before and to have fun with friends putting  
together a great project' 
Gareth Roberts

'I expected to gain a further education in acting on flm and what that would be like.' 
Craig Nannestad

Bonita preparing for a shoot. Hair and make-up isn't always glamourous. 

An outtake shot from the infamous 'In from the Rain' scene
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Pre-production: 
Resourcing Technology

In our initial pitch to the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund, we had stated that we intended to source most of our 
technical equipment, specifcally the Canon XA10 camera from IATL at Warwick University, who (up until the 
2014/5 year) provided free cameras and tripods to approved students. Having used their equipment in 
Summer 2013 to make a short flm as an independent project, I was aware of how they functioned and how to 
get hold of technology. 

Using IATL, however, had limitations. There was a system in place in which our producer Emily needed to stay 
up until midnight exactly a week before any planned shoot, in order to book the camera once it became 
available, as there were only two cameras in the department and they were handed out on a frst-come, frst-
served basis. There was only one occasion where we couldn't get hold of it, and ended up using my own personal 
camera (a Panasonic SDC HD90), along with a microphone generously lent by one of the co-presidents of BFT 
Film Productions, a new society on campus with whom I serve as an exec member. 

There was a clear difference in quality between the two cameras, which can be spotted in the episodes, but  
fortunately it was enough to get the project flmed in time. 

This academic year, IATL changed the loaning policy to only include students with IATL-funded projects, which  
would have seriously damaged our shooting process had it happened earlier in the year when we were still in 
production. Student flm equipment is now barely accessible at Warwick, which really needs to be addressed,  
especially considering how important multi-media is becoming in the professional workspace. There are other 
routes of acquiring tech, such as WTV and the English Department, but I would really appreciate seeing camera 
and editing equipment access being well-organised and accessible across the university system. 

Looking across old Fund Reports which included a flming element, I noticed that some other projects applied to 
loan out camera equipment. We had sought to avoid this, as we were aware that it would drastically increase 
the sum of our total funding, and believed our project would be better received by the panel if we requested a 
smaller amount of money. In retrospect, we should have considered this loaning method more seriously,  
although the extended length of the project would have made camera rentals very expensive. 

Sam Tomlinson, our editor, has been with us as a crew member from the origins of the project. Sam has a strong 
working knowledge of the editing software Adobe Premiere Pro, and as such we applied to compensate his  
subscription on his own personal laptop. One potential issue we fortunately avoided was that of memory space – 
whilst Sam's laptop was able to contain all the 'Barton fles', I am aware that mine (a macbook air) wouldn't  
have. This is something that any flm editor working on a large scale project like 'Barton' needs to be aware of, 
as flm footage is notorious for taking up huge amounts of computer memory. 
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Pre-Production:
Adapting Sense and Sensibility to Screenplay

'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton' was co-written by myself and our producer, Emily Rose Nabney. 
Unfortunately, much of the early conversations regarding updating the original Austen material to a university 
setting took place in person, hence there is little documentation of it. Conveniently, the topic is mentioned in a 
early promotional article written in the Boar, Warwick SU's newspaper. At this point the project was still being 
written with a provisional set of 27 episodes (this later rose to 32). 

Austen On Campus

Written by: Olivia Cole on March 6, 2014

Upon telling anyone that I’ve just signed on to film an updated vlog adaption of Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility 
called Elinor and Marianne Take Barton, with a projected run of 27 episodes, the two most common responses I’ve 
received are “Vlog? What on earth is a vlog?” and “Are you insane? How are you going to film 27 episodes before 
summer? What about your exams!” The answers to these questions are pretty simple.
A vlog is a shortening of video-blog, otherwise known as a video diary. The character of Marianne, redesigned as a 
naive, enthusiastic university fresher (Bonita Trigg), decides to document her first year of university using her web-
camera, convincing her introverted sister Elinor (Abi Davies) to help out. Unlike a majority of student films, most 
episodes are filmed with a static camera, meaning that several episodes can be filmed on each shoot. As a director, this 
makes life really easy – we use also an interior set, hence avoiding problems like bad weather and stray pedestrians who 
want to get on camera. Sense and Sensibility itself has been a great story to adapt and rediscovering these characters in 
a contemporary environment has forced us to re-evaluate their motivations. Ultimately though, the themes and messages 
remain very similar – Austen’s text is about growing up, so what place could be better to use in an adaption than a 
university?
Filming at university is challenging but completely possible. A tip: both IATL and the English department are good 
places to start if you need to hire out some free tech, although some heavy-duty organisation may be necessary. This 
project is independent of WTV, but they also provide a lot of technical support to budding film-makers. Casting is 
always a big issue but Facebook is your best friend in this regard – create an audition page and paste it on every relevant 
group and page you can find. People may hate you, but it gets the job done and you’ll have your cast on set in no time.
We’ve got four episodes in the can, with several more scheduled towards the end of term. It’s been a lot of fun, and a 
whole lot more relaxed than student theatre, probably due to the frequent breaks for catch-ups, cookies and croissants. A 
lot of early mornings are needed too – ironically I wake up earlier for shooting than I ever do for my actual course – but 
those daylight hours are really worth catching. Film projects need a whole lot of time, effort and organisation, but the 
experiences you’ll get from being on a film set are definitely worth the input.

Article link:  http://theboar.org/2014/03/06/austen-campus/#.VHX4i4usWSo

Character Adaption

Due to the updated setting of Austen's text, we decided to be relatively fexible with our character adaptions, as 
it simply did not make sense to keep some aspects of the story in a modern environment. For example, Edward 
can no longer realistically be betrothed to Lucy, so we completely reconfgured the story to characterise her as 
a insecure and therefore controlling girlfriend who tells fairly extraordinary lies in order to hold their  
crumbling relationship together. Additionally, the character of Brandon was diffcult to include in the story due 
to his being older than the fresher intake, until we developed his younger sister Charlotte, who takes on 
elements of several secondary characters in 'Sense and Sensibility', primarily Mrs Jennings. Charlotte and  
Brandon's relationship allowed us a viable explanation to bring him in as a presence in Marianne's videos. Some  
of our  very early character development notes can be seen below. Note that some went through signifcant  
changes later in the process, for example Will, who shifted from a 'bad boy' to more of a 'lad' persona 

Marianne Dashwood

Age: 18

Studying: English Literature
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Accommodation: Barton

Interests:

 Books – Brontes (esp Jane Eyre), historical/romance, anything by Philippa Gregory

 Theatre – Romeo and Juliet, The Phantom of the Opera

 Anything made by the CW (especially The Vampire Diaries)

 Going on walks and appreciating nature

 Acting

 Dancing/crying to Taylor Swift songs

Appearance: Big curly hair with lots of hair decs, dramatic eyeliner, coloured eye shadow. Girly clothes with lots of accessories (scarves,
jewellery). Bright, warm colour palette – pinks, reds, purples.

Character inspiration:  Kate Winslet in The Holiday, Taylor Swift

Elinor Dashwood

Age: 19

Studying: Maths and Physics

Interests:

 Geeky stuff (Doctor Who, Firefy)

 Photography(?)

 Drinking tea

 Indie music like Imagine Dragons and Mumford and Sons

Appearance: Sleek hair, neatly arranged and often swept out of her face, minimal make-up. Neat and smart clothes without much jewellery.
Neutral palette – creams, blacks, beiges, navy, dark green.

Character inspiration: Emma Stone in Easy A

Will Johnson

Age: 18

Studying: English Literature (1st Year)

Accommodation: Allenham

Interests:

 Reading Romantic poetry (Byron, Shelley, Keats), Brontes

 Acting

 Going out on the pull (doesn’t necessarily like this – but will do it to ft in)

Appearance: Carefully tousled hair, leather jacket, ridiculously tight jeans. Striking colours – red/black/white.

Character inspiration: That French dude from Letter from an Unknown Woman, seems like typical CW anti-hero (Damon/Chuck)

Edward Ferrars

Age: 18

Studying: History (1st year)

Accommodation: Barton – Marianne’s fat

Interests:

 Geeky stuff (Doctor Who, Firefy etc)

 Charity volunteering

 History (switched from Law to study this at degree level)

Appearance: Clothes which look like they were picked out by his mother. Smart-ish, neutral colours (blacks, beiges, navy, greens).

Inspiration: Leonard (BBT), Andrew Garfeld in anything

Brandon Palmer

Age: 23

Studying: English Phd (also teaches seminars), area: C19th novels
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Interests:

 C19th novels, reading in general

 Favourite books: Madame Bovary, Wuthering Heights, Great Expectations, The Great Gatsby

 Looking after people

 Girls who are damaged and need to be healed

Appearance: Smart/casual, shirts and jeans or smart trousers. Blues, greens, browns (warm tones)

Inspiration: Luke Brandon in Confessions of a Shopaholic, Alan Rickman

Lucy Steele

Age: 18

Accommodation: Barton (fat above Marianne’s)

Studying: Geography

Interests:

 Having a boyfriend!

 Gossip

 Manipulating people

Appearance: Preppy jumpers/blazers/pencil skirts, pastel colours (pinks, baby blues, creams), headbands (?). Sleek hair and glossy but
fattering make-up.

Inspiration: Blair Waldorf (Gossip Girl), Regina George (Mean Girls)

Charlotte Palmer

Age: 18

Accommodation: Barton – Marianne’s fat

Studying: History of art

Interests:

 Her boyfriend who is currently at Durham uni

 Gossip

 Getting Brandon a girlfriend

 Everyone else’s love lives

 Parties!

 Her boyfriend

 Getting drunk

 Her boyfriend

 Invading everyone’s personal space

 Her boyfriend

Appearance: Bright, clashing colours (pinks, greens, oranges), short skirts and big heels. Dramatic make up (heavy eye shadow, bright lipstick)

Inspiration: Karen/Gretchen (Mean Girls)
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Pre-Production:
Cast Collaboration

We asked the cast to describe the process of re-imagining their respective Austen characters for the web-series. 
Their response was as follows:

'Personally, I studied Elinor in the original book and tried to establish character traits that would work well in a  
modern day setting. As a group, we worked together, discussing ways in which the characters, and the events  
within the novel, could be successfully adapted for a modern day audience.' 
Abi Davies

'Fortunately making Brandon a PhD student worked well for the adaptation. With Brandon there's the risk of 
him not being believable and not being relatable in a modern setting, but in this adaptation he maintained that  
level of minor authority and maturity he has over the other characters. Making Charlotte and Brandon brother  
and sister not only allowed for their relationship to be better translated to a University setting, but also  
provided a more coherent introduction for the character.' 
Josh Allsopp

'The process was very collaborative and we principally developed our characters through discussion,  
brainstorming elements of the Austen characters and her writing could be seen in the modern day.' 
Georgie Wedge

'Firstly reading the novel ‘Sense and Sensibility’ and watching the flm (one day I will be Hugh Grant) and  
discussions with the director and other actors in translating what many would describe as a dated novel into a  
modern setting successfully. Being an English student helped as I’ve read other Austen but the group dynamic  
of taking everything away apart from the essence of the character’s intentions and mannerisms. Personally I  
worked on having small ticks and awkward expressions (trying to be Hugh Grant again…) to bring across  
(hopefully) the bumbling likability of Edward as a character.' 
Gareth Roberts

'I have learnt that Austen is timeless and no matter where you set it or adapt it, it rings true.'
Craig Nannestad

Personally as a writer, I felt that the characters only really took on their true adapted form once we had cast 
our actors. I was responsible for the episodes concerning the narratives which primarily featured Elinor, 
Edward and Lucy, and I defnitely felt that my writing began to adapt to suit the acting choices of the cast. This 
is perhaps most evident when it came to writing Edward, as played by Gareth. Our version of Edward was 
always going to be a meek, relatively weak-willed boy who was a little too afraid to go after what he wants. From 
his initial audition, it became clear that Gareth had some fantastic ideas on how to portray Edward, which made 
the character both heart-warming, funny and likeable, despite his personality faws. As a result, and as I began 
to witness Gareth's early performances on set, I started to write dialogue which I felt he would suit his 
performance as Edward, rather than write purely for the character. 

Whilst I absolutely loved using the actor's performances as inspiration for writing dialogue in later episodes, 
this did create some narrative issues. For example, the relationship between Edward and Lucy became so 
uncomfortable and forced that we ultimately elected to change a major storyline in the show. Initially, we had 
planned for Lucy to fake a pregnancy in order to hold the failing couple together, but the whole situation 
seemed just too unlikely. We redeveloped the plot in order for her to tell a different lie, albeit one of the same 
extreme nature. As this storyline is set to develop after christmas, I will elect to avoid giving away specifc 
information in this matter, as to avoid spoilers. 

Georgie, Sophia, Bonita and Abi in a promotional shot for the website
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Production:
Production Report

One thing which became apparent early on in the production stages was that it was going to be increasingly 
diffcult to flm the series in order, due to limited cast availability on certain weekends. As a result, we made a 
decision very early on to flm in blocks with various supporting characters, rather than in consecutive order. 
This meant that Emily and I needed to write out the series a lot faster than anticipated as some late episodes 
were flmed midway through the production process (and vice versa), however as we had a detailed episode 
plan by this point, it didn't prove to be much strain on our time or creative resources. An average shooting 
schedule would look something like this extract below:

An aspect I felt Emily as our producer really excelled on was her forethought in planning the schedule. As we 
had to compete with various WSAF theatre rehearsals to claim our cast members, we released our schedules  
very early, as with this example in which our June shooting dates were announced a month in advance, in May.

The other aspect to mention is that we almost always shot in the mornings, and aimed to fnish by early or mid-
afternoon. This began on my recommendation due to lighting, as we relied on natural lighting from the two 
windows in Emily's room which doubled as our main set. In the early shoots, it was still getting dark early in the 
day and we fought as much as possible to avoid having lighting changes throughout each episode. We did not 
always manage this (and sometimes the lighting changes purely because the sun went behind a cloud), but  
overall our fnal product is not too negatively affected by this. In the summer months, we could rely on good 
lighting all day, but still elected to flm in the mornings, to allow ourselves time in the evenings to unwind, relax, 
or enjoy social time. 
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Production:
Successes and Limitations

As a director, I have some thoughts on the limitations and successes of the project on a practical note, however 
frstly, let us examine the responses when I posed this matter to the cast:

'Successes included getting to work with a talented group of people and allowing the process to mature the more  
we did. A limitation was that it was time consuming. As an adaption, I believe it was very successful because it  
was unique in its premise. It was sometimes diffcult to transcribe the story in the book, to the screen because of  
the different time period.'
Abi Davies

'The majority of the project was flmed in the lead up to fnal exams and during prime essay deadline season, so  
a big obstacle was working out times that could suit everyone and making sure it didn't interfere with my  
studies. The fact that it was a long term project however, meant that we had plenty of scope to reschedule if  
needed and plenty of time to prepare. As an adaptation, the long term process meant that we could develop our  
characters as the process went on. The Brandon in the fnal episode was not the 'same' Brandon as his frst  
appearance. As his character developed in the storyline, I was able to alter and grow on my adaptation of him.'  
Josh Allsopp

'It was successful in the sense that we had a project to continually work towards and was always a fun time in  
the week when we had to flm. The limitations included the transport to and from flming at tricky hours'  
Georgie Wedge

'It kept me busy! This really was a project that spanned across two terms worth; keeping that character and his  
progress alive and sustaining it for so long had its diffculties but was a rewarding experience.'
Gareth Roberts

'The time commitment was a limitation as we had so much to flm! Working with Bonita was a limitation as she  
pinches me a lot.'
Craig Nannestad

As we can see, time commitment really emerges as a limitation for the cast, and in a professional setting where 
we could pay them for their time, it would have been easier to book them up, thus preventing them from taking 
on other commitments. However in a university setting, this is simply not viable and so overall I am still 
pleased with how we managed the shoots. I was slightly surprised not to see any comments about line-learning, 
as I am aware that for some of the more primary cast members, we expected them to learn several episodes in 
one go, which I know would have been challenging. I can only assume that this was less of an issue than 
expected due to the nature of the shoots – because the scripts call for frequent jump-cuts, this allowed the cast 
to flm in short segments, then check over their lines during breaks. 

As a director, I felt that with the resources we could afford and had access to, we did a really good job at pulling 
this project together into a piece of work that I am immensely proud of. I do have some thoughts on how the 
production process could have been bettered had we had more money and more time, which I will explain over 
the page.
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Set

'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton Episode 12: Clean Cup! Move Down!' Screenshot 

The above image is the most frequently used frame set-up for 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton', where the 
camera takes on the role of Marianne's computer webcam, assumedly set up on her desk. This image has been  
used in particular to show the issues regarding seating arrangements. Using the two chairs, we could seat up to  
three characters at any given time, but bringing in an extra chair would have caused us to need to move the  
camera too far away from the cast. In a professional web-series like the Lizzie Bennet Diaries, I am aware that a 
bench was used instead of chairs, as it created less space between each individual. This is a technique that, if we  
were to do the project again, I would take up, as it makes positioning characters on screen a lot cleaner. I have  
already commented on lighting, but this also relates to sound: the noise from outside Emily's bedroom window 
included traffc and church bells, which often meant that we had to pause flming in order to avoid too much 
background noise. We were very fortunate that Marianne's documentation of her year at university is very  
much meant to be an 'amateur project', as it allowed us to not worry about making the footage as perfect as  
possible. Our editor, however, does have to spend extra time adjusting background noise, thanks to the  
limitations of our set. If we had a professional-level sum of funding, I would have wanted to hire out a space to 
use as a permanent set, complete with a full sound and lighting set-up. Again, I appreciate that this is largely  
untenable at a student level, but it will be something I bear in mind further along my career. 

Cast Performances

On the whole, I was very impressed with the level of cast performance, and I feel that the only way that this  
could really have been improved would have been if we flmed at a professional level, offering full pay. There 
were occasions where, due to limited cast availability, we did not get to flm as many takes as I would have liked, 
so perhaps did not always get the best performance possible. There were two instances where cast members did 
not appear for flming without telling us, which left the rest of the present team rather unimpressed, but by-
and-large I was really proud of the levels of talent and commitment exhibited by our entire creative team. 
Bonita as Marianne deserves a mention for being outstandingly diligent in her dedication to the project, often 
learning vast amounts of dialogue at very short notice. Whilst I had directed Sophia, Georgie and Craig in other  
projects, and worked alongside Josh as an actor before, I had no experience of working with Bonita, Abi and  
Gareth, which always poses a risk as it is diffcult to tell how hard-working an actor is through a few auditions.  
We struck lucky with our cast, which suggests really positive things for the quality of production in further flm  
and theatre projects lead by Warwick Students. 

Long Term Nature of the Project

Though the idea had been foating around for a while, this project was frst seriously developed by Emily and  
myself in early January 2014. Casting was complete in late January and our funding proposal was accepted in 
mid March. Writing took place from January to June 2014, whilst flming ran from February to June. Editing 
began in September 2014 and is currently ongoing, set to complete around late March 2015. Compared to  
normal plays and short flm projects, which tend to last an absolute maximum of 9 weeks at Warwick, this was 
an absolutely game-changer of a project which went on to dominate the majority of my second year. Recently I  
refected on this with Bonita, who was in her frst year at the time of flming, and we both agreed that we 
wouldn't have been able to take on such a large project in each of our following years. There were both successes 
and limitations to this aspect, as it allowed us time to develop, amend and refect on the project at different  
stages, but it also took up large amounts of energy, which as students, placed pressure on our academic work. I 
would suggest to anyone looking to produce work in the same vein as ours to make sure the project is virtually  
airtight before you ever pick up a camera. Our previous experience in flm and theatre meant that we valued 
the pre-production stages a lot, but it is an area that many flm-makers tend to overlook. Pre-planning and  
scheduling are vital skills for a student flm-maker, considering the other commitments that they may have at  
university. 
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Post-production Report
Report from Editor, Sam Tomlinson:

Since the beginning of this project, I have been applying for jobs and successfully discussing my role on Elinor 
and Marianne Take Barton within interviews and on application forms. Working within the flmmaking and 
post-production sectors is extremely competitive and, despite having an internship behind me, this project is 
just as valuable and important to discuss as it is entirely produced by young adults in their spare time and we 
have made it a success without the help or guidance of professionals.

Importing, fling and organising all the footage from each flming session was my frst job in the role of series 
video editor, making sure that all my footage was clearly labelled and organised on my computer desktop as  
well as making sure that all the footage was safe and securely backed up. By being suffciently organised,  
allowed me to decrease my editing time and reach specifc video fles as the entire series of episodes were flmed 
in non-chronological order. 

Being an editor requires a sheer amount of patience, time consumption, creative fair and organisation thus 
prompting me into learning how to control and operate these skills in balanced. Once I was provided with all the  
footage, I then had to begin editing all of the episodes. I pay a monthly subscription to Adobe Premiere Pro CS6  
which is the software I utilise to edit the series. Before beginning, I was mildly aware of the methods and 
logistics of how to operate the software but my constant weekly usage of Adobe in conjunction with the release  
of the episodes has expanded and broadened my knowledge and awareness of the techniques of editing with 
Adobe, as well as fuelling and improving my creative fair. 

This is evident in the title sequence for the series wherein I generated a spinning cube that is composed of the  
logo, created by Jessica Wilson, and three moving visual images from upcoming episodes creating a televisual 
teaser for the fans of the web series. 
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This is explicitly evident in the comments section of the YouTube videos wherein a fan commented on the 
teasers within the opening title sequence, thereby demonstrating the engagement between fans and content of 
the episodes. 

The title sequence needed to be appealing, simplistic and fun. The soundtrack encapsulates the energy and 
dynamism of the narrative and superimposed with the visual imagery creates a fun and enjoyable series, 
atmosphere and tone; therefore appealing to fans, specifcally female-based, of Jane Austen’s Sense and  
Sensibility and, also, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (WebSeries). 

The editing process itself requires a tremendous amount of patience, skill and rigour making sure that the 
footage is placed into a coherent narrative that is synonymous with the details within the script provided. As an  
editor, you have to be conscious of the audience’s perspective and viewership, aware of the director’s vision and 
since this is a vlog series from Marianne’s, the protagonist’s, point of view and the fact that the series explicitly  
states that Marianne produce the series without any previous knowledge of editing software, the editing thus 
had to emulate a chaotic and disjunctured style. I ultimately had to embody the mind-set of Marianne thus 
choosing to present the episodes in a way that is coherent to the audience, but imitates a beginners chaotic 
aesthetic making the look of the series deliberately full of mistakes that are recognisable to the audience. 

Moreover, you have to have a keen eye for creativity and detail making sure that each episode is fltered 
through a colour corrector and that the sound is audible to viewer implicitly making sure that the audio-visual  
aesthetic is consistent throughout the episode. This was produced through the usage of special effects within 
my Adobe Premiere software providing me with the ability to create HD, watchable episodes that obtained, on  
occasions, a cinematic look and style. As an editor, I studied the aesthetic and craft of editing via manuals and 
YouTube tutorials enabling to build up portfolio of skill and technique that I have since employed in late  
episodes of the series and in my own short flm and webisode projects. 
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The reason editing requires a tremendous amount of time and patience is not only to perfect each cut and visual 
image with precision and creativity but to allow time and scope for the rendering/exporting process to our  
YouTube channel, making sure that we achieve the completion of this process in time for the set release time 
each week per episode. I have learned to be rigorous in my editing choices and patience into the completion of  
each episode, making sure I have delegated a specifc and fexible amount of time per episode each week.

Moreover, the enthusiasm of such people who consider themselves genuine fans of the series is what makes this  
role so rewarding as it feels like I am promoting something people genuinely want to know about. The amount of  
YouTube subscribers to our channel, Facebook likes and interactivity on our social media, and comments via 
Facebook and YouTube by fans has made this experience a pleasurable and enjoyable not only for them but for 
me allowing my to gain an abundance of skills and experience as well as creating a product that has entertained 
fans all over the world. 
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We wanted to reach an audience beyond our own connections on various social media platforms, so decided to  
contact the people in charge of Warwick University’s Piazza Big Screen. I sent an email and the response was  
quick so we were able to secure the rights to show full episodes at different times throughout the day for several 
weeks, with links to the channel so people could fnd out more if they were intrigued. I simply had to confrm  
that the show was suitable for all ages, and supply the clips in the appropriate format. This was a very positive  
experience as since it began, many people have mentioned seeing the show on the huge screen, so hopefully it  
has created an impact amongst staff and visitors who we may not normally have been able to reach with our  
marketing. I also secured a slot on the Warwick SU homepage, displaying our logo and linking to our site,  
reaching our target market of students. These channels did not spring to mind immediately when I frst 
considered marketing the show, so it has helped to broaden my ideas of traditional and non-traditional 
advertising and promotion. Often with University projects, staff go out of their way to display what we’ve been 
doing, which is something a lot of students do not realise, so those I contacted about the SU website and the big 
screen were more than happy to help us promote the series as it promotes Warwick in a positive light.

Recently we have widened our potential reach beyond the university, the logical next step. I have compiled a  
list of local newspapers and news websites, plus blogs that may like our series in hope of promotion, such as  
literary blogs. Emily, the producer, and myself compiled a press release to send out to both groups – edited for  
each – and so far these have been sent out to several local papers. So far we have received positive responses  
from the Leamington and Warwick Courier, and the Coventry Telegraph, who we hope will be either reporting  
on our series or printing our press release very soon. The aim is now to continue to reach wider audiences by  
contacting the blogs and other similar sites in hope of promotion or a story about what we've been up to.

Home page of elinorandmarianne.wix.com/barton 
Created by Jessica Wilson
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Distribution Report
Analytics Overview (as of January 27th 2014):

The response to this webseries has been really exciting, as since we started releasing our weekly episodes in 
October, we've now accumulated a signifcant international fanbase. On average, the project gets proportionally 
more attention with each episode we release, which we hope is a promising sign for very high viewer fgures by 
the time we fnish. 

Currently, we have 1,215 subscribers on YouTube which is a great success for a small-scale, amateur project  
like ours. Although episode one inevitably has more hits than any other episode, we are currently managing to  
hold on to a large amount of our viewers from episode to episode, which hopefully means that the series is being 
received well and will continue to gain online attention. 
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Views managed by Gender/Geographic Location

As expected, our viewership is largely young and female, with 50% of our recorded YouTube viewers being in 
the female, 18-24 year old bracket. I imagine that this comes as a result of the popularity of the original Jane  
Austen text with this same demographic. However, we couldn't have predicted the very strong viewership in  
the US, which totally outweighs our UK hits, despite the fact that we frequently publicise to our own friends, 
family and at the university. I've seen on online feedback that there are very few british web adaptations, so it  
appears that we managed to unintentionally hit a niche in the web-series market. 

Our views have risen since the series started airing last Autumn, with the most hits coming in recent weeks. Of 
course, this does not just apply to the latest episodes, so I think it is probably safe to assume that audiences are  
discovering the series late and starting from the beginning. This is great as it suggests that word-of-mouth  
advertising is causing us to be still gaining new viewers. 
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Audience Reception

Our audience reception is again ongoing, but so far have been largely positive. Personally, I have been 
absolutely thrilled because much of our online comments on YouTube, Twitter and Tumblr have been from 
people all over the world, not just from those who actually know cast or crew members in person. I think I'm  
fairly safe to claim that this is due to our origins in Jane Austen source material, which makes our project far  
more appealing to those who don't know us in person. 

Screenshots of Audience Feedback

Twitter
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Tumblr Extracts 
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Youtube Extracts
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Youtube Extracts Continued
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Cast Feedback on the Audience Response

'Overall the response to the series has been overwhelmingly positive. We have received numerous positive  
messages from audience members, who are beginning to become attached to characters. At the university,  
people have spoken about their enjoyment of the series and how well the project has worked. Amongst family  
and friends, the response has been very similar. One family member watches each episode as soon as it comes  
out and is always very disappointed when I am not in it!'
Abi Davies

'Having graduated over the summer, Brandon is the legacy I leave to Warwick. The old-me, the one that existed  
before I was thrown into this soul-destroying abyss that is graduate life, lives on in this webseries. I see my  
fresh face and innocent eyes, my healthy hairline and lack of crows-feet, and see a glimmer of hope. That one  
day I will return to the happiness I once knew.
But to answer the question-
Brandon has been received really well, he now has his own fan-club and following. To be honest I didn't really  
expect such a response, especially when I was flming it. My ego infates a little more each time I read through  
the comments telling me how wonderful I am.' 
Josh Allsopp

'Responses have all been positive online, with many tuning in every week. It is also well received in the  
university and very much has a presence on and off campus'
Georgie Wedge

'I’ve been fairly overwhelmed with the audience response, I anticipated for this to be a fun small project  
between friends at university but thousands of views and reading comments from people I’ve never met  
praising performances and the show is very fulflling. It also lends the opportunity for friends and family from  
home that cannot come and see me act all the time to keep up. Another huge advantage is not just a single run  
of performances but a project that spans over almost an entire year is refreshingly different and invaluable for  
everyone involved, especially the audience.'
Gareth Roberts

One of the posts from our Facebook Fanpage
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accounting statement

Estimated Project Costs

Travel
Return bus ticket: 3.20
Estimated cast/crew without Unirider Bus Passes: 7
Average return journeys per cast/crew member during shoot period: 8
Subtotal: 179.20

Subsistence (food and other living costs);
Average amount of cast/crew per shoot: 5
Estimated amount of shoots: 9
Estimated food/drinks costs per shoot: £4.00
Subtotal: £36.00

Costume
Clothes mostly to be sourced by cast and crew
Clothes contingency budget: £30.00
Estimated Hair and Make-up costs: £40.00
Subtotal: £70.00

Set Dressing
Most shoots will take place in the producer’s bedroom. Others will be using on-campus locations.
Extra set decoration and props for 'Marianne's bedroom' costs: £20.00
Subtotal:  £20.00

Editing
Adobe Premiere Pro Monthly membership: £27.34
Estimated months required: 6
Subtotal: £164.04

Printing costs
We will ask cast members to print necessary scripts for episodes where they feature
Audition fyers to stick up in Campus: 50
A4, Colour Print: 25p per page
Subtotal: £12.50

GRAND TOTAL:  £481.74 POUNDS STERLING
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CURRENT BUDGET:
EXPENSE ESTIMATED ACTUAL
Travel (total) £179.20 TBC

Food (total) £36 £35.15
Trip 1 (Biscuits) £2.60
Trip 2 (Drinks) £2
Trip 3 (Pizza, snacks, fruit) £9.72
Trip 4 (Crisps, snacks) £6.19
Trip 5 (Fruit, biscuits, 
donuts)

£7.79

Trip 6 (Fruit, biscuits) £6.85

Costume (total) £30 £14.30
Feather boa £8
T-shirt £3.60
Headband £2.70

Hair and make-up (total) £40 £35.80
Hair grips £2.50
Hairspray £2.99
Foundation £7.99
Powder £6.99
Face wipes £1.85
Fix face powder £6.99
Concealer £3.99
Cotton pads £2.50

Set dressing (total) £20 £16.84
Mugs x2 £1 (each)
Coloured paper £1
Coloured pens £7.49
Notepad £5.99

Editing (total) £164.04 £105.48
Adobe premiere pro 
membership x6

£17.58

GRAND TOTAL (to date) £206.87

Some expenses not yet logged because of project schedules taking longer than anticipated.
Expenditure yet to be documented: travel (£179.20 TBC) and printing (£12.50 TBC).

We anticipate that fnal costs for the project will come to £386.07 (this is nearly £100 pounds under budget).
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Project Evaluation: 
Summary

In summary, 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton' has to date seen more success than we could have hoped to  
anticipate, and as the project continues to air, we have all been eagerly following the feedback and progress.  
The task of producing a show with such a long timespan and large cast and crew has been a very challenging  
one, but ultimately, one which has paid off. Projects like these need a vast amount of organisation and 
dedication, so I would advise any student looking to produce and/or direct a long-term web-series to seriously 
consider and evaluate their commitments and priorities, then develop the series under those conditions. 

We were very lucky that bar a few rare exceptions, the commitment from the entire cast and crew of the show  
has been outstandingly high, which was necessary to create the quality of work which we have managed so far.  
To run a project like this, I cannot empathise how important it is to surround yourself with a dedicated team  
who are themselves invested in the success of the series. Additionally, I think it's really important as a director,  
and hence a team-leader, to encourage, thank and support the team every step of the way, which I sincerely  
hope I managed. 

The growing support of the project as new episodes are released is ridiculously exciting, and I can only say that  
it is an immense pity that we did not have enough faith in ourselves to apply for more promotional and 
marketing funding. However, thanks to the amazing strength of online below-the-line advertising, we still have 
a very strong shot at continued success via word-of-mouth support. We only anticipated that it would be a 
project mainly for Warwick students to watch, so as the global audience support grows we are currently 
considering new means of fnancial support. 

I also asked the cast what they felt they had learnt through the process of creating 'Elinor and Marianne Take 
Barton'

'That the more simple the process the more effcient and successful the fnal piece- the use of a general single  
camera angle allowed us to flm a project that would have been very diffcult if more camera angles were used. I  
have learnt the skill of learning multiple scripts for an episode, and how improvising scenes can lead to the  
most interesting footage.'
Abi Davies

'Brandon is unlike most other roles I have played at Uni as I tend to be typecast. Previous roles have included a  
psychopath, a panto-dame, a cross-dressing head teacher, Juliet's Nurse, Frank-n-Furter, a goat ghost, the  
Elephant Man, Miss Prism and recently a homosexual vampire prostitute, to give you some idea of the roles I  
am usually considered for. So Brandon was going to be a tough one to master. I did once play Prince Charming,  
but I avoided channelling that character as it ended pretty badly for Sleeping Beauty... For Brandon I had to  
learn to restrict my movement and gestures. A lot of his expression is unspoken or implied by tone. Essentially  
I learned to sit still. Something I should have been taught in pre-school.'
Josh Allsopp

'I have learnt a lot about acting for camera and writing as well as how to manage a project from start to fnish,  
as well as how classical literature can still appeal to many, through the use of social media'
Georgie Wedge

'Time management is a big part of it, having to learn a lot of lines in a short space of dense time and being  
prepared to jump in and out of character and this world very quickly. Also the difference in performing for  
screen rather than stage (which I am much more used to) is huge, I feel like I’ve learnt a lot about the subtly  
needed for performing to a camera'
Gareth Roberts

'Working with the flm was like being in a big family. We worked hard and we played hard. It was never all roses  
but we worked together and rose up out of the fre. Learning lines was challenging but the support and hot coco  
from the team helped me through.'
Craig Nannestad
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Project Evaluation:
Conclusions

From creating this web-series from scratch and now being able to step back and observe as it is distributed and 
marketed, I have drawn several conclusions about the nature of the project. To do this, I am going to revisit the 
aims we set out when we initially pitched the 'Sense and Sensibility Web-Series' concept to the Lord Rootes 
Memorial Fund. 

a) Experiencing the learning process of working with and adapting a classic piece of literature.

I think that everyone associated with 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton' would 100% accept that we have  
experienced a huge learning curve in taking on such an ambitious project. In comparison to other student-
produced flm projects at Warwick, 'Barton' has seen unprecedented success, which I would argue is in large  
part due to what I call the 'Jane Austen connection'. Simply put, if we had written an original screenplay, no  
matter how good it was, it wouldn't have been able to attract the same audience. Whilst this has been a brilliant 
feature in both attracting auditionees in the early stages, to attracting audience at present, it does add an 
additional element of pressure, as obviously every Austen reader has their own opinions in how 'Sense and 
Sensibility' should be interpreted. In the episodes which I wrote, I very much elected to treat the project as a  
web-series and not as an adaption, as sometimes I felt that staying too faithful to the Austen text limited the 
creative value and believability of the story which we aiming to tell.  As the storyline is still in progress, it is  
diffcult to judge how the audience will ultimately respond to it, but we will continue documenting the feedback 
as it comes in. In the storyline at the moment, the audience are beginning to become more lenient with our  
creative license which I hope will continue. 

b)  Managing an ensemble of cast and crew on a flm-based project.

Personally, directing 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton' has been one of the projects I have been most proud of  
in the years I have spent working on flm, theatre and performance-based projects. It takes a huge amount of  
dedication, commitment and motivation to keep coming back with the same level of enthusiasm in writing each 
episode and running each shoot, and it has really helped me develop my own skills in leading what is now  
bordering on a semi-professional series. Working alongside other students is both very rewarding and very 
challenging – whilst I have never typically suffer from being unable to delegate work, there is always a risk  
involved when you need to rely on other people to make a project happen. Considering that we were not in a 
fully paid professional environment, this risk was higher than average, and I am so glad that everybody was 
willing to pull together to see the series through (or at least through to the end of the production stages). 

To other prospective flm and visual media creators, I think one of the most important things to remember in 
creating work at a student level is to treat your team as well as possible, whilst simultaneously being able to  
provide constructive criticism if they are obstructing the good progress of the production. One very basic way in 
which we did this was to provide free food and free transport to and from the shoots, but there is much to be  
said about creating a positive dynamic with the people who are, essentially, volunteering to give up their time  
and energy for free, for a project that will potentially mean more to you than it will to them. I would recommend 
being properly organised for each shoot, hence not wasting anybody's time, remembering to give praise to those 
who are consistently performing well, and leading by example by exhibiting a good attitude on set, even if you  
are exhausted, tetchy and horribly over-tired. In general, I've found that people imitate the behaviour of those  
in charge, so make sure that you A) treat the project as something you really care about and b) remember to 
respect everybody who has been kind enough to go through this process with you. 

c) Developing our organisational skills by working on an on-going project, and adapting and 
amending our shoots as we are able to identify better ways of progressing.

The on-going nature of the project was the aspect which I was least prepared for, and arguably the most 
challenging for the team behind 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton'.  However, I think that this defnitely caused 
us to develop our skills as we went along. From re-arranging the release date to suit our production and editing  
demands, to switching round the prospective schedules in order to gain maximum actor availability, we have 
critiqued and amended our progress every step of the way. There are some issues that you can only identify in  
retrospect and are largely unable to solve, such as our lack of funding for marketing, but that's all part of the  
student flm-making experience, and hopefully something which we will not encounter again. 
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d) Charting the response we will receive from our contemporaries at Warwick, and the online 
response to the project.

Charting the audience response has been one of the most satisfying aspects of this project, as it is so nice to  
have work viewed and evaluated by a wide selection of people. Most student flm projects end up having very 
small audiences, so I've found it hugely benefcial to fnd out what people actually think of the series. 

At Warwick, we've repeatedly aired the frst fve episodes on the Piazza big screen as well as posting several  
articles in the Boar paper. It's great that many students are aware of the show's existence, even if they haven't  
got around to watching it in full themselves – I think the big screen is a really great distribution method to draw 
attention to projects that might not otherwise get much exposure. 

Our biggest success story is our online response, where we've got a largely positive reception from an  
international (and mainly American) demographic. It's diffcult to go up against established and fully funded 
productions like Emma Approved but so far, the audience has been very accepting of the fact that we are a 
student project, not a professional one. That we are even being compared to such popular web-series is an 
achievement in it's own, as it suggests that we did enough right to constitute a comparison! As the series goes 
on, I really hope that people stay engaged with the project as they have so far, and our online exposure  
continues to grow. 
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Project Evaluation:
Recommendations

There are two ways in which I can provide recommendations based on this report: for prospective applicants 
and for the LRMF committee. 

Prospective Applicants

If you are applying for funding for a flmed project, I would frstly highly recommend that you source some of 
your key team players and apply for funding as a group. It is signifcantly easier if two or more of you share the 
workload of bringing the project to action. As I have mentioned earlier in this report, pre-production is 
absolutely vital, and ideally you will have as much of it done as possible before you even approach the Fund 
(although if you are still in early stages, don't let that put you off from applying!). However, the more pre-
production you have completed, the better an idea you'll have of how to bring the project off the ground.  
Additionally, it will make estimating budgets signifcantly easier. 

Working on a long-term flming project is really hard work, and you need to be sure that you have motivations 
for doing it other than 'for a bit of fun'. For myself, and many of us in the team, we also hoped to use this  
material as part of our creative portfolios and CVs, which meant that the quality and completion of the project 
were very important to us. It's harsh but true: anyone who doesn't have a strong personal interest in taking 
part in a  long-term project like this is going to be far less reliable in the long run. 

It's also very important that you accept now that things are going to change: your narrative ideas will probably  
have to change, the way you planned to shoot will probably have to change, and your access to technology may  
well change too. It's inevitable that not everything will run fawlessly, so the most important thing is to  
remember that this is expected and that you shouldn't start to panic as soon as something doesn't go according 
to plan. I certainly know from experience that when you are leading a large group of people who are depending  
on you to keep everything in control, it is mildly terrifying when things start to go wrong. Don't let this hold you  
back: just keep a level head, try to rationalise what is happening, and come up with a logical back-up plan as  
soon as possible. Asking for help is never a bad thing either – even if you are a perfectionist who has a very  
clear idea of what you want and how you want to do it, it is often better to admit defeat and request assistance 
rather than struggle through on your own. From a production standpoint, there were instances where we 
contacted other flm-making societies and the LRMF for help, whilst on a personal standpoint I heavily relied on  
the support of one of my fatmates, who was always there after a long day of flming with chocolate, a cup of tea 
and a well-prepared speech on how I wasn't losing my mind, and it's only a student project and not the end of  
the world if things went unexpectedly. 

I very much hope that this is an issue that we avoided in the creation of 'Barton', but please remember to treat  
your team well. I cannot empathise how often I have worked (especially as an actor) on flm projects where the 
director is so absorbed in setting up the technology perfectly that they forget to acknowledge their cast and 
crew. Perhaps in the real world, where everybody in the flm industry desperately needs employment, people  
can get away with this behaviour, but in the student world, everything is based on favours. Please remember to  
show as much gratitude to your cast and crew as they deserve, and they will be far more likely to invest 
themselves fully in the project. 

The Lord Rootes Committee

Firstly, I should probably thank you all again for your kind funding and support. Beyond the actual donation,  
half our success is actually based off our status as a 'funded project', which just helped our cast and our  
audience take the project more seriously! 

In terms of recommendations, however, I'll try to record any thoughts in chronological order. First of all, the 
interview process was really lovely. It was the frst time I had come face to face with such a large, formal  
looking panel, but all of the committee made the process very relaxed and welcoming. I don't know how the 
committee is put together, but with the exception of the younger SU representative, I couldn't help but notice a  
distinct lack of variety amongst committee members. Obviously this didn't affect our project at all, but it would 
be perhaps a good idea, especially in a very diverse university environment, to include some women and other 
minority groups on the panel. Like I say, I found the experience really nice, but the diverse reputation at  
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Warwick is something I am personally quite proud of, and I'd like to see that refected as much as possible in  
their higher-level committees. 

Additionally, I felt at the interview that we were actually not challenged enough in terms of our access to  
resources – as I have commented earlier in this report, flming equipment is very hard to come by at Warwick,  
and we were fortunate that nobody really questioned how the IATL loaning system worked, as it was still a 
risky way of gaining access with one week's notice! Now that IATL is refusing to loan out technology (an issue I  
shall return to in a moment), I suppose that this doesn't matter so much anymore, but to new flm-makers,  
access to and use of technology is often blind spot which needs to be addressed at the interview stage. As I have  
also recommended to the applicants, it is also worth seriously combing over their pre-production work, as often 
the less work that exists at interview stage, the less organised the entire process will be. 

Whilst I appreciate that the LRMF and IATL are not really connected programs, I do think it is appalling that  
access to technical flming equipment has become even more diffcult this year, since IATL have stopped loaning  
to anybody who doesn't receive funding from them. If anyone in the LRMF committee has any level of infuence  
over at IATL, I would strongly suggest that this is mentioned as an crucially important issue, especially as 
LRMF are unable to purchase technology for student projects with their own funding money. Anyone hoping to 
do a flm project this year will essentially have to go through a society or spend an outrageous amount of money 
themselves, which I think is an awful step backwards in terms of independent student flm-making at Warwick. 

Other than that, I've found the committee to be nothing but supportive of our project, which was lovely. One  
small issue I should probably raise is that of contact – when it frst became apparent that due to the length of  
the project, we would need an extension on our full report, I emailed the committee secretary, Richard Groves 
on September 6th. Whilst Richard himself has been relatively easy to get hold of (and replied within the week), 
the committee as a whole has not, and I didn't actually get an offcial response to my extension request until 
24th October, despite a few follow-up emails in the meantime. This wasn't great as I did have a lot of work this 
term which needed to be organised, so had we not been granted the extension, I would have found it challenging  
to pull the entire report together with that short amount of notice. 

As a side-note on Richard, I was very impressed when he identifed me at a careers event in October, despite us  
having not really encountered each-other since the February panel! People skills (and identifcation skills)  
always go down well!
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Concluding Statement

In conclusion, I hope that this report accurately refects all the hard work that the team behind 'Elinor and  
Marianne Take Barton' put into the project.  

As this is a piece of work intended for public consumption, I would strongly recommend taking some time out to  
watch the series – they are all six to ten minute episodes, so perhaps take a look whilst you take that much  
needed tea-break after reading this report! As always, please recommend it to anyone who you think may be 
interested, as we are constantly on the lookout for new audiences. 

Likewise, as our publicity and marketing campaign continues to grow, if anyone has any suggestions, advice or 
support for further extending the reach of the project, please do get in touch with us. 

Thank you so much for our funding and all the support you have provided so far. We hope you enjoyed  
reviewing our progress. 

Best wishes,

Olivia Cole, Emily Nabney, and the entire cast and crew behind 'Elinor and Marianne Take Barton'. 
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	One thing which became apparent early on in the production stages was that it was going to be increasingly difficult to film the series in order, due to limited cast availability on certain weekends. As a result, we made a decision very early on to film in blocks with various supporting characters, rather than in consecutive order. This meant that Emily and I needed to write out the series a lot faster than anticipated as some late episodes were filmed midway through the production process (and vice versa), however as we had a detailed episode plan by this point, it didn't prove to be much strain on our time or creative resources. An average shooting schedule would look something like this extract below:
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